Two types of series of h-indices for journals published in the field of Horticulture during the period 1998-2007 are calculated. Type I h-indices are based on yearly data, while type II h-indices use cumulative data. These h-indices are also considered in a form normalised with respect to the number of published articles.
Introduction
In 2005 Hirsch proposed the h-index to quantify an individual's scientific research output [HIRSCH, 2005] . He defined this index, also known as the Hirsch index, as follows. Consider a scientist's list of publications, ranked according to the number of citations received. Then this scientist's h-index is defined as the highest rank such that the first h publications received each at least h citations. Since its introduction many colleagues studied this new concept and extended its definition and application areas. BRAUN & AL. [2006] , for instance, applied it to compute an h-index for journals. It has ; Published online March 18, 2009 59-74 Scientometrics 80 (2009) 
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LIU & AL.: Empirical series of journal h-indices: The JCR category Horticulture as a case study been argued that a journal h-index is robust and that it combines a quality and a quantity effect. BANKS [2006] applied the concept to the study of topics, see also [THE STIMULATE-6 GROUP, 2007] , while LIU & ROUSSEAU [2007] applied it to library data. During the 11 th International Conference of the ISSI RAO [2007] presented an article studying the distribution of the h-and g-indices of 168 scientists. From the discussions related to this presentation it became clear that more empirical data are needed to complement theoretical developments related to the h-index. In this paper we present such data related to series of journal h-indices.
Time series of journal h-indices: definitions
Series of h-indices or h-type indices have been studied before. As it is utterly impossible that one number such as the h-index fully characterises a scientist or a journal, a study of the change of this number over time comes one step closer to a complete description, and still has the advantage of being a summary statistic. The first to study series of h-indices was LIANG [2006] . She, however, considered a time series that goes backward in time. Her first h-index is the one for the year Y (publications and citations), the second one is related to publications in the years Y-1 and Y, and citations received during the same period. In general the k-th element in a Liang sequence considers publications during the period [Y-k+1, Y] and citations received during the same period. ROUSSEAU [2006] considered a time series of h-indices for the journal JASIS and suggested that for the calculation of journal h-indices a normalisation with respect to the number of published articles would be appropriate.
BURRELL [2007C] , based on a linear relation between the h-index and age (career age in the case of life-time achievements), proposed the h-rate as an alternative indicator. The existence of a linear relation between h and career age had been suggested by HIRSCH [2005] and confirmed by KELLY & JENNIONS [2006] . We finally note that JIN & AL. [2007] present a short time series of so-called AR-indices for the information scientist and Price awardee B. C. Brookes.
We keep a document set fixed and study series of h-indices for this document set. This document set can be a journal, as in most examples, but it can also be the set of all journals in one particular field, or even all journals in a database, such as the Web of Science. In this article the document set will either be articles published in one journal or articles published in a set of journals, namely journals in the field of Horticulture as defined by the corresponding JCR category.
Many different types of series of h-indices are possible [LIU & ROUSSEAU, 2008 ] but we will only consider two types (types I and II, defined below), and focus on one in particular (type I). Consider a publication-citation matrix consisting of N publication years, from year Y to year Y+N-1 (the columns) and M citation years, from year Y to year Y+M-1 (the rows). Hence the publication-citation matrix is an MxN-matrix. It makes only sense to consider the case M N. In this article the words series and sequence will be used as synonyms.
Type I series
The Publication year / Citation year 
Data collection and the calculation of h-indices of journals in the field of Horticulture
We consider all journals in the category Horticulture of the Journal Citation Report (in short: JCR) (edition 2006). In this edition (2006) Publication year or range was set according to the specific case. Next, results were sorted by 'times cited', the number of retrieved articles were recorded and the h-index determined from the resulting list. This approach was faster than using the available 'Citation Report' option. Series of h-indices of type I and type II were collected. It turned out that the field is completely dominated by one journal: Theoretical and Applied Genetics, a journal which is only remotely related to classical horticulture. Table 1 shows the two series of h-indices for Horticulture. The last type II h-index (1998-now) is the equivalent of Hirsch's life-time achievement h-index (where the 'life' of the journal or the field is assumed to have started in 1998). We observe that this index reaches its final value very soon. The type I h-index decreases from publication year 1998 to publication year 2006 (actually 2007, but as this year is incomplete we do not take it into account). This decrease is expected, because the time span involved in the calculation decreases, but not a logical necessity. Indeed, it is theoretically possible that later issues receive more citations (even over a shorter time span). Examples of such occurrences were found for individual journals, such as Seed Science and Technology (see Appendix). Figure 3 shows the type I series before and after normalising with respect of the number of publications. Values shown for the normalised h-index are calculated as the h-index divided by the number of publications and multiplied by 1000 for clarity. The Pearson correlation coefficient of the two curves lies for both cases between -0.98 and -0.99, indicating a decreasing linear trend. This decrease is expected as each h-index is calculated based on a more recent set of articles. The fact that it is linearly decreasing is expected but, as far as we know, a new factual finding for journal h-indices. We further collected data for each journal separately and obtained their series of hindices. Results are shown in the appendix. Note that some journals were not covered by the JCR from 1998 on and others stopped publication (completely or temporarily).
Results

Considerations regarding journal visibility based on the h-index over the whole period 1998-2006
In this section we investigate if information with respect to relative visibility (quality?) of a journal and its change over time can be obtained from these h-indices.
Does it make sense to compare h-indices or normalised h-indices? First, it is clear that the h-index of Theoretical and Applied Genetics (h = 62) is much higher than that of all the other ones. No special analysis is needed to see that this journal is really the top journal in the field. Removing this journal from the analysis (otherwise it would have distorted the results), we obtained the best fitting power law to the remaining data (using nonlinear regression). It turns out that h = T 0.425 is the best fitting power law (R² = 0.353), where T denotes the total number of publications over the whole period. Note that, if a linear relation would have been the best fit we would have found this (or an exponent close to 1). This is, however, not the case. EGGHE & ROUSSEAU [2006] have argued that h = T 1/alpha under the assumption that the distribution of citations follows Lotka's power law with exponent alpha. In this case alpha turns out to be 2.35 ( Figure 5 ). Clearly the model proposed by Egghe and Rousseau is not precise enough to explain the relation between the number of publications and the journal h-index in the field of Horticulture.
However, as this power law is just a trend it can be used to separate journals performing above this trend and journals performing below it. In this sense Molecular Breeding (h = 33) and Postharvest Biology and Technology (h = 31) have a high hindex, both in an absolute as in a relative sense (this is: with respect to the number of publications). Yet, also Vitis (h = 16) and the Australian Journal of Grape and Wine Research (h = 12) , although with a lower h-index, perform very well relative to the number of publications. Hortscience (h = 22) performs poor with respect to its number of publications (more than 2500) and also the Journal of the Japanese Society for Horticultural Science (h = 12 with 1088 publications) is a relatively poor performer. The overall shape (concavely increasing) of the type II index is very similar for all journals. Hence differences between journals are difficult to trace with a type II index. It seems that this series not suitable for studying dynamic aspects of journal visibility.
Finally, we considered for each journal J (for which we have complete data) the yearly values of the field-relative normalised h-ratio, defined as: The critical values for a two-sided test (H0: R = 0) on the 10% level are -0.669 and +0.669 [EGGHE & ROUSSEAU, 1990, p. 448] It turns out that the Pearson correlation coefficient R for the period 1998-2004 is almost always very close to zero, indicating no systematic change of the performance of the journal with respect to the field (see Table 2 ). Two journals are an exception to this rule: Gartenbauwissenschaft / European Journal of Horticultural Science which shows an increasing trend, indicating that this journal is performing better over time, with respect to the field as a whole. This journal has experienced a name change, indicating a more international orientation. It seems that this strategy was successful.
The other exception is Molecular Breeding which is performing worse (decreasing trend for this indicator) than the field as a whole. Note that this observation is somewhat surprising as Molecular Breeding is among the best performers over the whole period. This proves that a time series analysis may reveal other characteristics than a one-point analysis, even if this one-point analysis is based on a long period (10 years).
Conclusion
Citation data were collected for each journal in Horticulture separately and for the field as a whole and series of h-indices were computed. Two types of series of h-indices for journals published in the field of Horticulture during the period 1998-2007, are analyzed. Type I h-indices are based on yearly data, while type II h-indices use cumulative data. These h-indices are also considered in a form normalised with respect to the number of published articles.
It is observed that, as expected, type I h-indices as well as normalised h-indices are decreasing over a period of 10 years. The trend is linear in nature. However, the behaviour of type II series is not linear: it exhibits a concave increase until it stays constant. This shows that the journals (in Horticulture) do not exhibit a linear increase in the value of the h-index as argued by Hirsch, at least in the case of scientists' lifetime achievement.
In the second part of the paper, an attempt was made to study the relative visibility of a journal and its change over time, based on h-indices of journals. For this analysis we note the following three observations.
1. The h-index of the journal Theoretical & Applied Genetics ( h = 62) is much higher than that of all other journals.
2. The Egghe-Rousseau power law model is not applicable to the field of Horticulture. Yet, the resulting model is used as a separator between high and low performers.
3. In order to study dynamic aspects of journal visibility, a field-relative normalised h-ratio is defined and studied in the field of Horticulture. Except for two journals, the Pearson correlation coefficient for yearly values of this field-relative normalised h-ratio indicates that there exists no systematic change of the performance of the journals with respect to the field as a whole.
As we found no evidence for the linear increase of the h-index over time (as proposed by Hirsch), nor for the Egghe-Rousseau model about the power law relation between the number of publications and the h-index, this suggests trying another approach, such as BURRELL's [2007A, B], something we consider out of the scope of this article, but which we hope to be able to do in the near future. Moreover, it is clear that collecting more empirical data on time series of h-type indices is necessary. Work on a characterisation of different h-type time series -a necessary first step -can be found in [LIU & ROUSSEAU, 2008] .
